Mobile Applications Market Research
This document is the output from Unlocking Potential under the Future Focus business support programme
(made available through European Regional Development Funding).
The project was originally scoped in February 2018 to provide:




A Current Overview of the mobile app market including general usage statistics, market forecasts, category
popularity and other interested and related information arising during the project (UK and international);
A Provider Analysis with insight and information into apps operating within the ‘relationship’ category.
A brief summary of the use of Gamification methods for modifying behaviour.

Staff time from within Unlocking Potential (Cornwall College) was provided to deliver this service. The work
was time-limited and as such is not an exhaustive piece of market research, however key requests were
prioritised. It is hoped that this work serve to inform companies who are interested in the app market in their
business planning.

Executive Summary
The research showed that the worldwide app market is rapidly increasing in terms of its revenue value and
potential value, but that it is also important to bear in mind the app market is also extremely crowded. Games
apps or games related ones make up the vast majority of apps available, however apps that include photos
and videos sharing or social networks ultimately have the greatest reach.
In terms of Relationship apps specifically, the greatest number of downloads and user reviews fit into the
‘Social Networking’ and ‘Lifestyle’ categories. The most popular, by numbers of user ratings, either provide
romantic, sexy and personal and intimate spaces to communicate with one another, or are more practical for
helping to keep in touch and organising their lives together.

Current Overview of the App Market
A Current Overview of the mobile app market including general usage statistics, market forecasts, category
popularity and other interested and related information arising during the project;
Current Number of Apps Worldwide (Forbes, 4 Dec 2017)1



Google Play = 3.3 million (September 2017)
Apple App Store = 2.2 million

The App Store was launched in 2008, and the number of apps available in the App Store has consistently grown
since its release. As of January 2017, the Apple App Store had 2.2 million mobile apps available for download.
In September 2017, Android recorded 3.3 million apps available.
Global Mobile Market Reports 2016 and 2017 (Free Download)2
App Market Share
 Apple is the #1 - market share = 34.8%
 Samsung is the #2 - market share = 23.2%
 China is the #1 App Market = $11.9Bn vs. $9.4Bn for USA
 Amazon App Store user is biggest media spender = average revenue per paying user (ARPPU) = $23
Global Mobile App Revenues (in billion U.S.
dollars) [Forecast] (Statista, 2018)3
2015 =$69.7Bn
2016 = $88.3Bn
2020 = $189.9Bn

Global Mobile App Revenues (in billion U.S.
dollars) [Forecast] (Global Mobile Market Report
(2016), New Zoo)4
2016 = $44.8Bn
2020 = $80.6Bn

The Worldwide app market is forecast to be worth at least $80 Billion US dollars by 2020, with estimates
possibly reaching as high as $190 Billion dollars. Current value of the Asian Pacific market is the highest in
the world at $24.6 Billion dollars with 86% of this revenue being generated through Gaming apps. China
represents the biggest app market in the world by revenue. Japan follows close behind China and the US
with its traditionally very high spend per person.
Smartphones Users
 2.3 billion Smartphone users worldwide. 31% of total population. In 2020 this will to grow to 3.6
billion – close to half the world’s population.
 China has the most smartphone users with 717 million actively using a smartphone in 2017, followed
by India, USA, Brazil and Russia as the largest smartphone markets by the numbers of users.
 India overtook USA in 2016. The gap will increase as India will grow to 300 million smart phone users
by end of 2017, while number in USA will grow to 226 million.
 The Middle East has the world’s highest penetration of smartphone users. With more than 75% of
Qatar, UAE, Bahrain and Kuwait populations having a smartphone.

These estimates may widely vary as forecasts are dependent on:






Anticipated growth in the numbers of smartphone users (currently estimated at 2.3 billion worldwide
growing to 3.6 billion).
China overtook US in 2015 in total app revenue and is expected to continue to pull away due to sheer size
and untapped potential.
The lowest current revenue figures - from the Middle-East & Africa ($1.8 Billion) and Latin America ($2.1
Billion) - also suggest these are developing markets with untapped potential that are likely to grow in the
near future.
Revenue is always greatest from Gaming apps. This may be due to consumers being either more likely or
encouraged to pay for Games, usage behaviour or simply that there are more Game apps in circulation.
The share of Non-Game revenue is largest in Latin America (36%) followed by North America (28%). It is
not known if this is down to more non-game type apps available in these regions, or if the types of users
for apps is much broader in terms of age, income and lifestyle.

Paying for Apps (Entrepreneur, August 26, 2014)5
 46% of app downloaders report they have paid for an app
 52% say the highest they have paid is $5 or less
 17% have paid more than $20 for an app.
Common app revenue models include:
 Free apps with in-app purchases,
 Paid apps without in-app purchases and
 Paid apps with in-app purchases. Gaming apps frequently generate revenue through in-game item
purchases.
 Using Advertising networks to monetise the mobile app.
Apps Categories by Percentage
Figure 1 shows the most popular categories in the Apple App Store Worldwide ranked by share of available
apps (January 2018); and the Market reach of the most popular Apple iOS app categories in the United
Kingdom (UK) as of June 2017 (Statista).
 As of June 2017, more than 180 billion apps were downloaded from the App Store.
 In January 2018, after Games apps (25%), business apps were the second-most common (10%) based on
availability.
 In one survey, (June 2017) Shared2you, found that photo and video apps had a 94% reach among mobile
iOS users in the United Kingdom.
 Shared2you also found that social networking apps (September 2017) had 87.85% reach among global
iOS mobile users.
Ultimately, while Gaming apps are most common in terms of numbers, in terms of market reach, the Photo &
Video apps are far more successful in terms of reach. This might be attributable to having less competition in
this category, however the more likely conclusion, considering that Music and Social Networking categories
are also more successful in terms of reach, is that ‘sharing’ content is what users most like to be able to do
and this increases this type of apps popularity exponentially.
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FIGURE 1

App Store Revenues (Game vs. Non-Game) by Region (Global Mobile Market Report (2016), (Newzoo)
Figure 2 below shows the split, by continent, of app revenue generated from Gaming apps versus NonGaming ones. It is clear from that the greatest amounts of revenue is generated from the games app
category.
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Non-Game App revenues are expected to grow faster than mobile game revenues (2015-2020) as a
consequence of increasing popularity and willingness to pay for categories such as entertainment,
music and social.
Increasing internet and smartphone penetration in developing markets is the underlying driver of high
overall revenue growth.
Social networking (often dating) = 18% and the top category in terms of non-game app revenues.
China and USA are by far the two biggest app markets in the world by revenues. Only Japan coming
close with its traditionally very high spend per person. China overtook US in 2015 in total app revenue
and will continue to pull away due to sheer size and untapped potential. Interestingly China also has
a number of different platforms for purchasing apps than the ones we think of traditionally in Europe
and USA e.g. Tencent’s Myapp (24.7%) and Qihoo’s 360 Mobile Assistant (15.5%)6.

2016 Growth in ‘Lifestyle’ App Category (within top 3 categories for growth)
Figure 3 shows the percentage growth and Market Share of apps categorised as ‘Lifestyle’, but only where
they are listed in the top 3. It is not altogether clear if a ‘Lifestyle’ app is a specific category of apps or if it is
sometimes used as a term to describe a much broader range of apps other than those that are Games only.
Other type of ‘Lifestyle’ apps generally include anything from dining out, managing finances to meeting new
people.
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FIGURE 3
Other findings from this research to note:
 18-24 year olds spend the greatest amount of time on mobile apps and it is thought that is because
Mobile apps are most important for younger people who use them to help them maintain an active
social life. However, people will only focus time spent on the apps that are most essential to them,
hence about 80% of people only use up to 3 apps frequently.

1

Free Download of the Report available: https://newzoo.com/insights/trend-reports/2016-global-mobile-marketreport/
2
Free Download (Light Version) https://newzoo.com/insights/trend-reports/global-mobile-market-report-light-2017/



Social networking, listening to music, watching videos and playing games represent the bulk of what
people do with their smartphones and tablets and all reports generally accept that this trend will
continue with people increasingly spending more and more of their time consuming digital media on
their mobile devices rather than on a desktop.



The Gaming app category has the highest mobile user engagement - in June 2016, 88% of digital
gaming time was spent via mobile apps. As of April 2017, Clash of Clans and Clash Royale were the top
grossing gaming apps with each generating more than 1 million U.S. dollars in revenue per day. The
average price for a gaming app game is about 48 cents, while the average app price is just over one
U.S. dollar.



‘Business’ is the second most popular category in the Apple App Store, accounting for around 10% of
all apps available, closely followed by the ‘Education’ category. ‘Lifestyle’ and ‘Entertainment’
complete the top 5 most popular iOS app categories list. These last two, lifestyle and entertainment,
have a broad market reach, as they both had about a 63% reach among global iOS mobile users as of
December 20167,8.

Provider Analysis
A Provider Analysis with insight and information into apps operating within the ‘relationship’ category.
Relationship Apps for Couples
Most ‘Relationships’ apps are about helping people find other people, or are used to keep in touch with a
loved one via fun or flirty texts throughout the day to remind them that you are thinking about them.
Technology, especially for younger couples, is likely to be used to help create closeness in the early days of a
relationship, however obviously never having any deep, meaningful face-to-face conversations is not likely to
sustain the intimacy needed for a long term relationship to survive. (The Spruce - Can an App for Couples
Really Improve Your Relationship?9)
Figure 4 shows the most popular relationship apps according to customer reviews. Some apps are only
available on either Apple (iTunes) or Android (Google Play). Fix A Fight is available on Apple only but has not
received enough customer reviews to generate an average customer rating.
(All rating numbers and reviews listed taken 15th Jan 2018)
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FIGURE 4
Figure 5 shows the most popular relationship apps in terms of number of installs, under which category of app
it is described, and the overall combined customer rating including both iTunes and Google Play when the app
is available on both.
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FIGURE 5
The following Relationships Apps for Couples are listed by number of installs suggesting popularity.
Along with a brief description, in some cases more detailed reviews are also provided:
1. Between (Social Networking) – FREE by VCNC https://between.us/?lang=en
For couples to communicate more lovingly and for storing precious memories easily.
 In-App Products: £0.59 - £31.99
 Number of Installs - 5,000,000 - 10,000,000 (Google Play)
 iTunes Customer Ratings (all Versions) = 6,578 (4.8 out of 5)
 Android Customer Ratings (all Versions) = 408,234 (4.6 stars)
2. Couple (Lifestyle) - FREE by TenthBit Inc. https://couple.me/
Is simply described as a ‘In Intimate Place for Two’
Keeps couples moment’s together private, stores memories and shares timelines, calendars, to-do-lists
and so on when apart.
 Number of Installs - 1,000,000 - 5,000,000 (Google Play)
 iTunes Customer Ratings (all Versions) = 6638 (3.4 out of 5)
 Android Customer Ratings (all Versions) = 32,798 (4 stars)
3. Wickr Me (Social Networking) – FREE by Wickr, LLC https://www.wickr.com/personal/
Message, share videos, photos & files.
 Number of Installs - 1,000,000 - 5,000,000 (Google Play)
 iTunes Customer Ratings (all Versions) = 223 (3.6 out of 5)
 Android Customer Ratings (all Versions) = 13,325 (4 stars)

4. Bliss (Games) - $11.99 by Games for Loving https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/bliss-the-game-forlovers/id433165427?mt=8 – Games for Loving
 In-App Products: £7.43 - £8.02
 Number of Installs - 100,000 - 500,000 (Google Play)
 iTunes Customer Ratings (all Versions) = 84
 Android Customer Ratings (all Versions) = 1,467 (3 stars)
5. LokLok (Communication) by Impossible https://loklok.co/ - Communicate with your beloved ones right
on your phone’s lock screen. Leave notes, drawings and photos for them to see when they check their
phones.
 Number of Installs - 500,000 - 1,000,000 (Google Play)
 Android Customer Ratings (all Versions) = 14,555 (4.1 stars)
6. Happy Couple (Health & Fitness) - FREE by Happy Couple http://www.happycouple.co/ (available on both
Apple and Android).
Describes as a “fun quiz-style game to discover what your partner really thinks” according to the
website. Happy Couple scores well on customer ratings and includes an element of Gamification and it
helps couples to communicate better to improve their relationship.
In an online review of ‘Happy Couple’ it says: “Each day you open the app on your own phone and your
partner does the same. There are six topics from which your questions are generated. The topics are,
“sex,” “responsibilities,” “communication,” “recreation,” “emotional” and “information.” After setting up
an account with your information, you generate a link to send to your partner so that he or she does the
same. After you are both set up, you answer several questions about yourself and your partner on a daily
basis. Later, you visit your feed, you find out if your answers matched or not. You get points for correct
matching answers that unlock new levels. Discovering answer matches and mismatches is the best part.
Each partner only gets half the answers which makes you sit together to review the rest. You are bound
to encounter some things you didn’t know about your significant other. One of the most important parts
that you both must do is sit down with your partner and it helps review your answers. This helps create
the deep and meaningful conversations necessary to build connection and closeness in your relationship.
 Currently, Happy Couple has 456,812 registered users.
 In-App Products: £0.79 - £14.99
 Number of Installs - 100,000 - 500,000 (Google Play).
 iTunes Customer Ratings (all Versions) = 469 (4.2 out of 5)
 Android Customer Ratings (all Versions) = 6,535 (4.3 stars)
7. The Marriage App (Books & Reference) by Home Improvement Ministries, Inc.
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.hendricks.themarriageapp&hl=en_GB
They say: “The Marriage App provides a daily boost to help you strengthen your marriage relationship: a
story or word of encouragement, a verse of scripture, and a concrete suggestion for connecting with
your spouse. From their more than 30 years of experience in marriage counselling, Drs. Paul and Virginia

Friesen provide a practical, biblically based app that can help you have the marriage you have always
desired.”
 Number of Installs - 100,000 - 500,000
 Android Customer Ratings (all Versions) = 519 (4.3 stars)
8. Talkspace Online Therapy (Health & Fitness) by Talkspace https://www.talkspace.com/
Plans start at $32 per week with couples’ therapy for $79 per week
They say: “Unlimited On-Demand therapy & counselling from licensed therapists on your Android
device. Talkspace’s On-Demand Unlimited Messaging therapy service allows you to message with a
dedicated therapist anytime, anywhere without fear of being judged. Get matched with one of our 1000
licensed therapists.”
 Number of Installs - 100,000 - 500,000
 iTunes Customer Ratings (all Versions) = 285 (3.6 out of 5)
 Android Customer Ratings (all Versions) = 1,219 (3.5 stars)
9. Couples Counselling (Medical) by AB Mobile Apps
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.abma.couplecounseling
Relationship counselling, using outside help, may feel like a last resort for some couples. Couples
Counselling is an app that allows couples experiencing difficulties to communicate directly with a therapist
and ask questions. The user can also instant message their partner through the app to help create topics
of conversation. This is supposed to improve communication, and may also serve as a referee in the classic
"he said/she said" arena. The app also means that the user doesn’t have to be in the same room as their
partner to get help and they can do it in their own time. Relationship counselling is free as it is being
offered via this app.
 Number of Installs - 50,000 - 100,000 (Google Play).
 iTunes Customer Ratings (all Versions) = 29 (4.2 out of 5)
 Android Customer Ratings (all Versions) = 569 (3.7 stars)
10. Togethr (Communication) - FREE by Togethr https://togethr.mobi/
They say: “It's free and totally private – stay in touch, go deeper, be encouraged, have fun and more! If
you are dating, in a relationship or married, this is the app for you!”
 Number of Installs - 5,000-10,000 (Google Play).
 Android Customer Ratings (all Versions) =163 (4 stars)
11. Call Sweetheart (Utilities) - £0.99 by Stolz & Schön https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/callsweetheart/id310059725?mt=8 - Your sweetheart is always just one fingertip away! Right on your
screen - just tap to call her or him directly. Best way to show how important she (or he) is for you.
 Number of Installs - 1,000 - 5,000
 iTunes Customer Ratings (all Versions) = 74
 Android Customer Ratings (all Versions) = 44 (2.9 stars)

12. Mindsail (Health & Fitness) FREE by Mindsail Inc http://www.themindsail.com/ - Mindsail is a personal
life coach.
They say: “Whether you want to break old relationship patterns, achieve more professionally or learn to
manage your emotions in a healthier way, our experts will give you the guidance and tools you need to
make better choices and live a happier and more fulfilling life. Our programs provide you instant access
to leading expert advice – when and where you need it – across relationships, career, sleep, stress,
anxiety, happiness and more.”
 In-App Purchases: Basic Membership Monthly = $5.99
13. Simply Us (Productivity) – FREE by Ironark, Inc. https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/simplyus-sharedcalendar-todo/id473329297?mt=8 – Helps people organise their lives together. It's a private place to
stay close & organized with each other. Share calendars, lists, memories, messages & more - everything
that's important to your relationship in one place.
 In-App Purchases: Simply Us - 3 Months = $8.99; 1-Year =$19.99
 iTunes Customer Ratings (all Versions) = 22
14. Fix a Fight (Lifestyle) - £4.99 by WiseMind Apps LLC- https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/fix-afight/id376117430?mt=8Fix a Fight guides you through steps to help you and your partner make quality repairs to relationship
wounds. Fix A Fight analogized settling a marital spat with the really concrete unemotional activity of
mending a puncture and lists a series of emotions, such as “angry” or “disappointed,” then asks the
users to tap the ones felt and rate the intensity of the feeling. The reviewer for this app said that marital
apps are quite a lot like marriages. They need work. [Time - Can an iPhone Save Your Marriage?]10
 Number of Installs – Not recorded
 iTunes Customer Ratings (all Versions) – Not recorded

Gamification


A brief summary of the use of Gamification methods for modifying behaviour.

Gamification is the application of game-design elements and game principles in non-game contexts to
improve user engagement, organisational productivity, ease of use and so on. In the app sense, gamification
means taking some elements from mobile games and adapting them in order to create a playful experience
for the user and it can be a powerful way to get users engaging with an app.
Game dynamics work because they appeal to human desires, for reward, self-expression, achievement,
competition, and status – elements discussed in detail below. Gamifying a mobile app doesn’t turn the app
into a game, but can greatly enhance user experience making the app more engaging. Engagement results in
an app’s increased visibility, discoverability, retention rate, and revenue generation.
Gamification is very important as it can really help to increase user acquisition, creates ‘stickiness’ and drives
loyalty. Borrowing some interactive items from games and adding them to an app can convince people to tell
other people about them (word of mouth) and discovering new or interesting features inside a game will give
the user reason to share with friends. The use of rewards and badges can encourage users to come back to
an app over and over again in an effort to achieve certain goals.
One blog (Gamification Dynamics in App Development - Yalantis11) provides a useful summary of key
gamification features:
Rewards - Many possible types of app-based rewards. Some can be earned by spending time in an app, while
some might be earned by making in-app purchases. Rewards need to bring value to the user. Empty points
and meaningless badges are not sustainable. Points, used as in-app currency might be exchangeable for
physical or digital goods e.g. frequent flier miles (Turkish Airlines app), food and drinks and gift cards (locationbased shopping apps). Reward systems can sometimes be synonymous with loyalty programs. Digital rewards,
such as stickers, custom backgrounds and so on, have no value outside of an app however they can sometimes
satisfy users even more than physical goods as they can satisfy people’s need for self-expression.
Self-Expression - It’s important to know your product and your customers in order to know how they will most
like to be able to express themselves. This might be with avatars, badges (Foursquare), and through any other
virtual goods. Digital gifts is another strategy for retaining users and encouraging social interactions as they
can be used to strengthen relationships between the gifter and giftee, and pull the recipient into an app to
redeem the gift. Such examples of gamification are being used by Traces, a messaging service http://traces.io/.
Users of the app can leave digital gifts using any combination of text, images, video, tickets and vouchers at
physical locations for their friends to pick up when they get to those locations.
Achievements - Rewards can be combined with achievements in gamified mobile apps. While big
achievements are rewarded with something special, like digital badges or trophies, unlocking a new level,
points or a new status, small achievements should also be recognized, especially when the user has just started
engaging with an app and reminding users to share when they receive an award is important as it can help to
acquire more users. Challenges in mobile apps are generally represented by goals and achievements are a fun

way to engage users. Digital trophies don't have monetary value, but they can effectively be shared via social
media.
Competition - Points can be used to denote achievements, whereas leader boards can actually rank users and
their accomplishments. Leader boards motivate users to become players, which encourages competitiveness
and can be especially useful for driving a desired user behaviour.
Status - In Twitter, status is emphasized by the number of followers you have, in Facebook the number of likes
or subscribers to your page. LinkedIn platform has a profile strength and connections. The profile strength is
designed to encourage LinkedIn users to add as much self-curated data as possible. Levels, user ratings, or
statuses – no matter what you call them, they can drive user engagement and provide opportunities for
monetization.
Another interesting blog which explores the subject of Gamification suggests the following steps to gamify an
app12.
1. Set clear goals - What works for one app might not work for another. The primary task in defining a good
strategy is to define the business objectives and plan the gamification program around that. Setting the
objectives and the ultimate goal helps plan the right gaming strategy for an app.
2. Identify your target audience - their age group, their interests and consider these when shaping the
gaming strategy. Analyse consumer behaviour regularly - analytics can play a big role in defining how the
strategy should be developed and how successful it will be
3. The user journey - Before creating a draft for strategy and design, understand customer expectations.
Design the experience in such a way that users stay engaged throughout their app journey and do not lose
interest or excitement at any point. It’s important to maintain user interest. Inform them of where they
stand right now, what their next achievement could be and how to reach there the fastest.
4. Keep it real - Tangible rewards and achievements like leader board positions, badges and discounts seem
more real to users and add value to their app experience. Don’t offer intangible rewards which are not
clear or cannot be flaunted or used.
5. Keep it simple - The design determines to a large extent how users will engage with an app. Users are
bound to get confused with complicated gaming rules.
6. Social Platforms- When it comes to gamifying, social sharing platforms cannot be missed. Integrate
platforms like Facebook, Twitter etc. into the game. This helps users share their achievements easily and
adds to the feel-good factor.
7. Take user feedback into account- Check user reviews regularly. Update and optimise the gaming strategy
based on these inputs.
8. Let the user be the boss- People feel motivated when they are in charge or have the freedom to make
decisions. Before gamifying an app, consider questions like - where can you involve users? Can their
feedback determine the app’s flow in real time? Add features which make users feel more competent.
Focus on the User Experience.
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Relationship counselling demand set to peak in the new year as couples buckle under Christmas strain (24
Dec 2017) - http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/12/24/relationship-counselling-demand-set-peak-newyear-couples-buckle/
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